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Abstract. We consider the problem of radio resource allocation for QoS
support in the downlink of a cellular OFDMA system. The major impairments present are co-channel interference (CCI) and frequency selective fading. The allocation problem involves assignment of base stations,
subcarriers and bits, as well as power control, for multiple users. We
evaluate the performance of a three-stage, low-complexity, heuristic algorithm, which allows to distribute radio resources among multiple users
according to theirs individual QoS requirements, while at the same time
maintaining the QoS of already established links in all co-channel cells.
The evaluation includes checking system operation for various conditions
described by diﬀerent: a) delay spread, b) data rate required by a single
user and c) path loss. It is shown that the proposed method is superior in
terms of oﬀered traﬃc and blocking probability to classical method based
on FDMA with power control. Also, the performance of our scheme increases in highly frequency selective environment, disastrous for classical
ﬁxed schemes, since our method beneﬁts from multiuser diversity.

1

Introduction

The cellular environment poses certain challenges to the resource allocation process, namely the needs: a) to handle co-channel interference (CCI) caused by
the RF bandwidth reuse, b) to provide and maintain individual QoS proﬁles
required by multiple users, and ﬁnally c) to assign radio resources eﬃciently.
In case of cellular OFDMA system, resource allocation includes, besides OFDM
subcarrier assignment, also assignment of modulation orders (bit loading), power
levels and base stations (access points) serving the users, [1]. In order to meet
these challenges, we apply a dynamic resource allocation approach, which requires the knowledge of channel conditions. In [2], it is claimed that such a
design methodology results in higher system performance when compared to
interference-averaging techniques (such as CDMA) and much higher performance
when compared to ﬁxed resource allocation methods (such as e.g. ﬁxed frequency
planning).
I. Niemegeers and S. Heemstra de Groot (Eds.): PWC 2004, LNCS 3260, pp. 349–363, 2004.
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Previous work in the area of resource allocation for OFDMA systems that
constitutes the base for this paper can be classiﬁed into the following groups of
papers.
– Single-cell systems, [3], [4], [5]. These papers present various interesting resource allocation algorithms for OFDMA but they do not consider CCI.
– Cellular systems, [6], [7], [8]. Here, methods for OFDMA resource allocation
in cellular environment are proposed. However, the considered algorithms
do not allow for maintenance of QoS in the co-channel cells. CCI is limited
rather by interference avoidance than control.
– Non-cellular systems with CCI control, [9], [10]. In these papers a mature consideration of a problem of bit, subcarrier and power allocation for
OFDMA under CCI is given. However, the presented solutions exhibit quite
high complexity and are suitable for point-to-point networks, such as xDSL
or ﬁxed wireless access, where allocation of transmitters to receivers is predetermined.
Our previous work in the area of resource allocation for OFDMA in cellular
environment includes [11] and [12]. In [12] we proposed algorithms for appointing a serving base station, allocation of subcarriers, adaptation of modulation
levels (bit loading), and ﬁnally control of transmit power to satisfy and maintain
the users’ individual QoS requirements, expressed in terms of bit rate and bit
error rate, at the lowest possible cost of resource utilization in OFDMA system.
In this paper, in conjunction with the ideas from the companion paper [12] we
have focused on performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms under various settings of system parameters. This analysis allows us to better understand
applicability of the proposed methods. Moreover, in this paper we propose a
modiﬁcation of the algorithms described in [12] to allow for performing adaptive cell selection (ACS) and we evaluate its performance by simulations. ACS
was considered in an OFDMA scenario in [7] but its forms are known in contemporary systems (e.g. cell selection/reselection in GSM). Thanks to ACS, if
a candidate cell is unable to serve a user, another cell is tried from the list of
preferred cells. In this way, we increase the chances for user admission.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the considered system
model and formulates the allocation problem. Section 3 presents the proposed
solution, while Section 4 veriﬁes its performance by numerical experiments. Finally, conclusions are given in section 5.

2

System Model and Problem Formulation

The considered downlink of a cellular OFDMA system consists of K cells, each
with one base station (BS) serving in total (i.e. in the entire system) U users, as
shown in Figure 1 and in Figure 2. The total available bandwidth BW is partitioned into N narrowband OFDM subcarriers. In principle, the entire bandwidth
BW is available in every cell (i.e. a reuse of one is applied) and the selection
of a particular subcarrier is subject to local load and channel conditions. This
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Fig. 1. Model of a downlink cellular OFDMA system for subcarrier n, where n =
1, .., N . Dotted lines indicate possible options for connecting transmitters (TX) with
receivers (RX)

methodology is especially applicable to systems with a non-uniform spatial distribution of traﬃc and it does not require frequency planning, which is usually
a complex task for the network operator. The bandwidth of each subcarrier is
chosen to be suﬃciently smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel in
order to prevent inter-symbol interference (ISI). Then, each OFDM subcarrier n,
belonging to a link between BS k and user u, is subject to ﬂat fading, path loss
and shadowing with channel gains G = {Gu,n,k }. In addition, the signals suﬀer
from AWGN noise, which is Gaussian distributed with zero-mean and variance
σ 2 and the co-channel interference power I = {Iu,n,k }, which is deﬁned as

Gu,n,i Pv,n,i , u = 1, .., U ; v = u,
(1)
Iu,n,k =
i=k

where: Gu,n,i is the channel gain between the ith interfering BS and user u in
cell k and Pv,n,i is the transmit power of BS i on subcarrier n assigned to user
v = u, which is allocated to BS i. G = {Gu,n,k }, I = {Iu,n,k } and σ 2 are
assumed to be known by the system. The allocation of subcarrier n to user u
at BS k is expressed by the 3-dimensional allocation array C = {Cu,n,k }, where
Cu,n,k = {1, 0} means that subcarrier n is allocated {1} or is not allocated {0}
to user u served by BS k. Additionally, we use a user-to-cell allocation matrix
A = {Au,k }, indicating that user u is allocated {1} or is not allocated {0} to cell
k. Bit allocation is indicated by b = {bu,n,k }, where bu,n,k expresses the number
of bits per symbol on subcarrier n allocated to user u served by BS k. Transmit
power allocation is indicated by P = {Pu,n,k }. Modulation levels are restricted,
for practical reasons, to three M -QAM schemes with M = 4, 16, and 64 so the
number of bits per symbol b = log2 M is limited to {2, 4, 6}, i.e. bmin = 2 and
bmax = 6. The user mobility is low (WLAN-like scenario) so that the Doppler
spread can be neglected. This, together with the assumption of perfect time and
frequency synchronization, gives a system free from inter-channel interference
(ICI). Users are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the service area. Both
BSs and user terminals are equipped with omni-directional antennas.
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Power Control

The key relation in the cellular OFDMA system, bounding the transmit powers
of the co-channel subcarriers, and expressing the signal to noise and interference
ratio (SNIR) at subcarrier n allocated to user u served by cell k, is the following
SN IRu,n,k =

Gu,n,k Pu,n,k
.
Iu,n,k + σ 2

(2)

In order to provide the data rate of bu,n,k = log2 (Mu,n,k ) bits and error
probability of P eu , SN IRu,n,k ≥ γu,n,k should hold, where the threshold γu,n,k
is deﬁned as, [13]
γu,n,k = Γu,n,k (2bu,n,k − 1).

(3)

The SNR gap Γu,n,k for an uncoded system is deﬁned using the well known
Q-function as, [13]
Γu,n,k =


2

P eu
1
Q−1
, n = 1, .., N ; k = 1, .., K.
3
4

(4)

Rearranging SN IRu,n,k ≥ γu,n,k using (1)-(3) leads to a set of linear inequalities, which should be fulﬁlled for all subcarriers in all the cells in order to
guarantee the required level of SN IR: γu,n,k . This set of linear inequalities can
be expressed for each subcarrier n in the matrix form as
H (n) p (n) ≥ σ 2 γ (n) , n = 1, .., N,
where



G1,n,1


 −γ2,n,1 G2,n,1
H (n) = 

..

.
−γκ,n,1 Gκ,n,1


−γ1,n,2 G1,n,2 . . . −γ1,n,κ G1,n,κ

..
..

.
.
G2,n,2


.
..
..
..

.
.
...
...
Gκ,n,κ

(5)

(6)

and
γ (n) = γ1,n,1 γ2,n,2 . . . γκ,n,κ

T

,

(7)

where κ is the number of cells using subcarrier n. The columns in (6) correspond
to co-channel cells (at subcarrier n), while rows correspond to users allocated to
these cells (one user per cell). Given H(n), γ(n), σ 2 the goal is to ﬁnd an allpositive BS transmit power vector p(n) = [p1 (n), p2 (n), . . . , pκ (n)] containing
the transmit powers of each BS using the nth subcarrier. If such a solution exists
it is called a feasible solution. As explained in [14], [15] in order to ﬁnd a feasible
solution we need to solve equation
H (n) p (n) = σ 2 γ (n) , n = 1, .., N.

(8)
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If the solution p(n) is all-positive then it also satisﬁes (5). Otherwise, no feasible
solution exists, which means that we can not reuse subcarrier n in κ cells. Solving
equation (8) can be based on the well-known Gaussian elimination process, [15].
Having p(n) and knowing allocations of users to cells A, we can easily compose
P = {Pu,n,k }.

2.2

Resource Allocation Problem

The goal of the resource allocation algorithm is to ﬁnd such allocation arrays C =
{Cu,n,k }, b = {bu,n,k } and P min = min(P ) so that the user’s traﬃc requirements
are met at the cost of minimum total transmit power. The Allocation Problem
can be formulated as follows
min

N 
K
U 


Cu,n,k Pu,n,k

(9)

u=1 n=1 k=1

subject to
K
N 


Ru ≤ oRu =

Cu,n,k bu,n,k ; u = 1, .., U,

(10)

n=1 k=1

P max ≥ oPk =

N
U 


Cu,n,k Pu,n,k ; k = 1, .., K,

(11)

u=1 n=1

U


Cu,n,k ≤ 1; n = 1, .., N ; k = 1, .., K,

(12)

u=1

Cu,n,k ∈ {0, 1}, u = 1, .., U ; n = 1, .., N ; k = 1, .., K.

(13)

Constraint (10) expresses user data rate requirement Ru vs. oﬀered data rate
oRu , constraint (11) is a limitation of a resulting transmit power oPk , constraint
(12) indicates that a subcarrier can be allocated to at most one user within a
cell. Problem (9)-(13) is a 3-dimensional allocation problem, in which entries
in the cost array P = {Pu,n,k } are mutually dependent due to CCI, as can be
seen in relations (1)-(2), which is a major diﬃculty. This is also a non-linear,
combinatorial optimization problem, since bits may take only integer values and
the cost function is non-linear in one of the variables of interest (P depends
non-linearly on the number of bits b). Therefore, in order to solve the problem
(9)-(13), we resort to a suboptimal heuristic algorithm.
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Proposed Solution

The optimization problem stated in the previous section aims to minimize the
sum transmit power of the entire system. Such general objective is fair regarding system-wide resource distribution, but the algorithm solving it closely would
be diﬃcult to implement in a cellular system. This is because a cellular system spanning usually over a service area of several (often more) cells has its
dynamics caused by changes of the traﬃc and channel conditions due to new
users arrival, users departure and users mobility in various places within a service area. These dynamics of a cellular wireless system are clearly more visible
than that of ﬁxed xDSL-like systems described in [9], [10]. Therefore, we take
the following directions in designing the allocation algorithm:
– The (re)allocation of certain resources (not for entire-system) is triggered by
the change of channel/traﬃc conditions of a single user.
– Not only the involved user has its resources allocated but also all the other
users belonging to the candidate cell. This is done to exploit locally (within
the candidate cell) multiuser diversity.
– Resources in all the other cells are not reallocated except the transmit power,
which must be tuned to protect quality of the already existing and newly
accessing links. Moreover, checking the existence of such power setting that
satisﬁes all co-channel users, is a key part of admission control mechanism.
A new user is admitted to the system only if its QoS requirement is fulﬁlled
and the QoS of all the already existing connections is maintained at the
acceptable cost.
In the following, we describe the suboptimal algorithm, which overcomes the
main diﬃculty of the original allocation problem, namely the mutual dependency
(due to CCI) of the entries in the cost matrix and which follows the abovepresented design directions. The solution consists of three steps, where in each
step we allocate diﬀerent resources. We start to determine the list of preferred
cells kpref (sorted in descending order from the best one to the worst) for a
considered user u. For the ﬁrst and not yet veriﬁed (for admission) cell l on the
list, we check the necessary condition for admission that is if the sum of minimal
number of subcarriers already allocated to cell l and required by a considered
user to satisfy its rate requirement does not exceed the number of subcarriers
available in the system, N . If it is not fulﬁlled then another cell on the kpref list is
tried (adaptive cell selection). If the necessary condition is fulﬁlled then, for cell
l, we allocate subcarriers to users, including the new user and already existing
users (within cell l). This Step 2 is clearly more sensitive to local per-subcarrier
channel gain levels. Finally, in Step 3 we set the modulation level (bit loading)
and the power level for each subcarrier allocated to a user. This last part requires
veriﬁcation of existence of a feasible power vector, (5)-(8). After Step 3, we check
the necessary condition for admission i.e. whether the QoS objectives of all the
users are met. If so, the new user is allocated to the system and new resource
allocations are applied. Otherwise the next cell on the list kpref is tried until we
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max
check all kchecked
cells. If the necessary and suﬃcient conditions are not met for
max
cells, user u is blocked.
any of the best kchecked
The ”master” algorithm for resource allocation and admission control of a
new user is depicted below.

Resource allocations for existing users : A, C, b, P min
Temporal resource allocations for new and existing users:
Atemp = A, C temp = C, btemp = b, P temp
min = P min
min
su = R
u /bmax  is a min number of subcarriers required to satisfy Ru

smin
= u∈cellk smin
is a min number of subcarriers allocated already to cell k
u
k
For each new user u with : Ru , P eu , Gu,n,k , Iu,n,k
Satisfaction indicator: satisf = 0
Number of tried cells: kchecked = 0
Step 1 : ﬁnd a list of preferred cells kpref for user u
Cell index: i = 1
max
While satisf = 0 and kchecked < kchecked
l = kpref (i)
// veriﬁcation of the necessary condition for admission
+ smin
≤N
If smin
u
l
=1
update Atemp : Atemp
u,l
Step 2 : ﬁnd allocation of subcarriers to users in cell l, update C temp
Step 3 : per involved subcarrier ﬁnd allocation of: bits in cell l
and power levels in all cells; update btemp , P temp
min
// veriﬁcation of the suﬃcient condition for admission
If oRu ≥ Ru and oP eu ≤ P eu and oPk ≤ Pmax , u = 1, ..., U
satisf = 1
Else
satisf = 0; kchecked = kchecked + 1; i = i + 1
End
Else
satisf = 0; kchecked = kchecked + 1; i = i + 1
End
// ﬁnal user admission or blocking
If satisf = 1
Allow user u to the system:
A = Atemp , C = C temp , b = btemp , P min = P temp
min
Else count user u as blocked
End
End
End

In the following, the algorithm’s steps are discussed in more details.
3.1

Step 1: User to Cell (Base Station) Allocation

The basic idea behind ”master” algorithm’s Step 1 is to produce a list of preferred cells kpref based on the criterion of best average (over all subcarriers)
normalized channel gain and interference level, which is particularly important
in cellular environments and is usually not considered in classical cell selection
schemes (e.g. based on received signal level or distance). We allow a user to be
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served by one base station only, in order to avoid prospective problems due to
synchronization misalignments expected to arise if a user was connected to multiple base stations using diﬀerent subcarriers. The average (over all subcarriers)
normalized channel gain for a user u at cell k can be expressed by
T u,k =

N
1 
Tu,n,k ,
N n=1

(14)

where the normalized channel gain is deﬁned as
Tu,n,k =

Gu,n,k
.
(Iu,n,k + σ 2 ) Γu,n,k

(15)

The list of preferred cells kpref for user u is a vector of cell indices to the
sorted (in descending order) normalized channel gains as shown below
kpref = arg sortk T u,k .
3.2

(16)

Step 2: Subcarrier to User Allocation

Having temporarily allocated user u to a cell l the task is to allocate subcarriers
for this user. In order to exploit multiuser diversity, the allocation of subcarriers
for user u is done together with reallocating subcarriers of users already present
in cell l. For this purpose we apply a slightly modiﬁed version of a two-phase
algorithm proposed in [4].
In phase A, we determine the number of subcarriers each user would get
(proportionally to its rate requirement) by verifying the relative reduction of
cell transmit power after allocation of additional subcarrier. The modiﬁcation of
the original algorithm includes using su ≤ smax
as a stop-criterion in increasing
u
the number of subcarriers for a user, since allocating more subcarriers than a
user may operate leads to blocking these subcarriers for other users where they
might be better exploited.
//Phase A: determine the number of subcarriers for each u
= Ru /bmin ; su = smin
= Ru /bmax  for each u
smax
u
u
U
max
While
do
u=1 su < N and su ≤ su
For u ∈ cell
l


P u = su 2Ru /su − 1 /T u,l is the average power a user

would require to
 transmit using su subcarriers in cell l
= (su + 1) 2Ru /(su +1) − 1 T u,l

new

Pu

new

∆Pu = P u − P u
w = arg maxu ∆Pu
sw = sw + 1
Pw = Pw + 1
End
End
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The output of this phase is the number of subcarriers {su } that each user
in cell l should use. Knowing this, in phase B we allocate particular subcarriers for particular users within a given cell. The algorithm is based on a simple
greedy routine distributing subcarriers among users based on best normalized
channel gains. Such approach is motivated by a simple observation that users
with good channels require less transmit power, thus causes less CCI and therefore have higher chances for admission. Various options of this routine have been
described in many papers, including [5], [4] and [3]. An alternative strategy is
to use the optimal Hungarian algorithm or to improve the greedy assignment by
swapping subcarriers between users as in [5], [3]. These methods, however, are
not considered here due to their increased computational complexity.
//Phase B: allocation of particular subcarriers to users
temp
= 0 for all {u, n}, u ∈ cell l, n = 1, .., N
Initialize Cu,n,l

While
u∈cell l su > 0 do
For u ∈ cell l
m = arg maxn∈{not assigned} Tu,n,l
su = su − 1
temp
=1
Cu,m,l
End
End

3.3

Step 3: Bit and Power Allocation per Subcarrier

After having temporarily allocated users to cells according to Atemp and subcarriers to users according to C temp , the bit and power allocation boils down
to single-user bit loading in the presence of background CCI. This algorithm
step is similar to the one proposed in [9], [10] with the exception that it does
not run over all subcarriers (and in case of a cellular system also over all base
stations) since these allocations have been done already in previous steps. In
eﬀect, the computational load is reduced. Therefore, for each user u allocated in
cell l, within a set of subcarriers allocated to user u, the algorithm increases the
modulation level by one step (which corresponds to increasing the number of
bits from bu,n,l to bnew
u,n,l ) on a subcarrier, where it requires least transmit power
increase. Subsequently, transmit power is set in a given cell and adjusted in all
co-channel cells in order to maintain QoS of already existing connections. The
procedure is repeated until user’s rate requirement is fulﬁlled or the system is
saturated for this user, which means that all subcarriers are not feasible (i.e.
either maximal modulation level is already achieved or there is no feasible power
setting over all co-channel cells). The aim of this routine is to determine the
temporary number of bits for users within considered cell l and to set the temporary power levels within the cell l as well as within all the co-channel cells
reusing the same subcarriers as cell l. Both bit and power allocations are parts
of the all-system allocation arrays btemp and P temp
min , in which only the involved
entries are modiﬁed. The routine is outlined below.
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For each u ∈ cell l
saturated = 0
While oRu < Ru and saturated = 0
For n ∈ user u
If bu,n,l = bmax
Mark entry (u, n, l) as not feasible
Else
Increase number of bits
bnew
u,n,l
 from bu,n,l to 
κ
current
Calculate Pu,n,l
=
p(n,
b
)
=
u,n,l
k=1 pk (n, bu,n,l )


κ
new
new
and Pu,n,l =
p(n, bu,n,l ) = k=1 pk (n, bnew
u,n,l ) using (3)-(8)
new
If no feasible power vector p(n) i.e. Pu,n,l
=∅
Mark entry (u, n, l) as not feasible
End
End
If all considered (u, n, l) are not feasible
Saturated= 1
Else
new
current
Calculate ∆Pu,n,l = Pu,n,l
− Pu,n,l
m = arg minn∈user u ∆Pu,n,l
Increase number of bits from bu,m,l to bnew
u,m,l
new
Update power values in cell l according to Pu,m,l
and over all CCI cells according to p(m) as in (8)
new
Update bnew
u,m,l in btemp and Pu,m,l with p(m) in Ptemp
End
End
End
End

4

Numerical Experiments

The key point of this paper is the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms, which is done by numerical experiments. We simulated the downlink
of a cellular network consisting of K = 19 cells, each with one BS having one
omni-directional antenna, as depicted in Figure 2 with users appearing one-byone at random locations within the system service area. The following system
parameters were ﬁxed: system bandwidth BW = 5 MHz, mean Ricean K-factor:
4.9 dB, and variance of the Gaussian distributed power variations due to shadowing: 6 dB. Each user is assumed to require the same data rate Ru = R, and
error probability P eu = P e, though the model allows to set Ru and P eu per user
individually. We have evaluated the inﬂuence of changing the following system
parameters: a) mean rms delay spread rds = {50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 1500} ns,
b) data rate required by a single user R = {0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8} Mbit/s and c) path
loss exponent α = {1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4}.
The following schemes have been taken for comparison:
– proposed : three modulation levels are applied, namely 4-QAM, 16-QAM and
max
64-QAM, adaptive cell selection (ACS) is allowed with kchecked
= 5,
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Fig. 2. Cellular network used in the simulations. Example distribution of U = 40 users
(indicated by crosses) over K = 19 cells (base stations indicated by stars)

– proposed no ACS : three modulation levels are applied, namely 4-QAM, 16max
QAM and 64-QAM, ACS is not allowed i.e. kchecked
= 1,
– proposed ﬁxed no ACS : modulation level is ﬁxed to 4-QAM, ACS is not
max
allowed i.e. kchecked
= 1,
– FDMA: users are allocated to base stations as in proposed ﬁxed scheme,
subcarriers are allocated to users in a ﬁxed classical FDMA way, according
only to their data rate requirements; modulation level is 4-QAM. Power
control is used as in proposed scheme in order to provide and maintain
max
required QoS. ACS is not allowed i.e. kchecked
= 1.
We have used the following metrics for performance comparison: (a)
 total
data rate oﬀered, which is the sum oﬀered data rate over all users
u oRu
provided that the QoS requirement is met for all users (both new and existing)
and (b) blocking probability, which is a probability that a new user will be
blocked due to insuﬃcient resources to support required QoS. The performance
comparison metrics, averaged over 100 network realizations, are gathered at the
reference load of 50 Mbit/s, which indicate the total data rate required in the
network. In the simulations performed, no wrap-around technique was applied
in order to reﬂect a small hot-spot network (WLAN-like), where the coverage is
usually limited to a couple of base stations.
4.1

Inﬂuence of Delay Spread

The comparison of the considered schemes for various mean rms delay spread
rds = {50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 1500} ns is depicted in Figure 3. It can be observed
that the total data rate oﬀered of the proposed, proposed no ACS and proposed
ﬁxed no ACS slightly degrades with the increased rds but are above the required
reference data rate of 50 Mbit/s. This can be explained by the fact that the
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Fig. 3. Inﬂuence of various mean delay spread rms. The other system parameters are:
N = 16 for rds = {50, 100, 200, 500} ns and N = 32 for rds = {1000, 1500} ns, α = 4,
R = 2 Mbit/s

oﬀered data rates have a granularity determined by the number of subcarriers
and the three modulation levels. For rds = {50, 100, 200, 500}, N = 16 thus
granularity is lower than for rds = {1000, 1500}, where N = 32. For N = 16
users get higher data rates than the required 2 Mbit/s (per single user) because
it is not possible to compose exactly 2 Mbit/s. For N = 32 we are closer to the
required 2 Mbit/s.What is maybe more interesting is that with the increased rds
(i.e. increased frequency selectivity), the blocking probability of the proposed and
proposed no ACS actually improves, while in case of FDMA it degrades. This
can be explained by the fact that the more frequency selectivity we have, the
more we can gain from multiuser diversity. For ﬁxed schemes (FDMA), on the
other hand, the multiuser diversity is not exploited and thus a higher rds has a
negative eﬀect. It is interesting to note that blocking probability for the proposed
ﬁxed no ACS is relatively constant. This would mean that in this case blocking
probability is improved rather by the application of adaptive modulation (as in
proposed and proposed no ACS ) than by adaptive subcarrier allocation applied
to all users in the considered cell.
4.2

Inﬂuence of Data Rate Required by a Single User

The performance comparison of the considered schemes for various data rates
R required by a single user, where R = {0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8} [Mbit/s] is depicted in
Figure 4. The observations in this case are similar to the previous observations
on frequency selectivity. Also here, the total data rate oﬀered of the proposed,
proposed no ACS slightly degrades with the increased R but is above the required reference data rate of 50 Mbit/s. For proposed ﬁxed no ACS, oﬀered data
rate drops quite rapidly, which indicates the importance of adaptive modulation
(such drop is not observed in case of schemes employing adaptive modulation).
When looking at the blocking probability, in case of proposed ﬁxed no ACS, it
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Fig. 4. Inﬂuence of various data rates required by a single user R. The other system
parameters are: N = 16, rds = 200 ns, α = 4

also degrades rapidly with the increased data rate per user. For proposed and
proposed no ACS degradation is also observed but it is moderate. This can be
explained by the fact that for proposed ﬁxed no ACS, the better performance
for low data rate per single user is due to multiuser diversity exploited by adaptive subcarrier allocation (and reallocation of users served by a considered cell),
since this method can not exploit channel variability with the use of adaptive
modulation. At a constant reference load of 50 Mbit/s, lower data rate requirement per single user means more users per cell. This obviously increases the gain
from multiuser diversity, since we have more options (corresponding to users) to
ﬁnd good subcarriers. Heavy users (such as 8 Mbit/s in this case) result in low
number of users per cell and thus lower multiuser diversity.
4.3

Inﬂuence of Path Loss

The performance comparison of the considered schemes for various path loss
conditions α = {1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4} is depicted in Figure 5. It can be observed
that path loss exponent inﬂuences all the considered schemes in the same way:
low α means poor shielding from CCI and thus low oﬀered data rates and high
blocking probability, while high α means good shieling from CCI thus increased
oﬀered data rates and decreased blocking probabilities.

5

Summary

In this paper we addressed a 3-dimensional problem of allocating users, base
stations, subcarriers, bits and transmit power in a cellular multi-user OFDMA
system. We have proposed a modiﬁcation of the algorithms described in [12] to
solve this allocation problem. The modiﬁcation includes possibility to perform
adaptive cell selection in order to ﬁnd suitable cell to serve a user. In addition, we
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Fig. 5. Inﬂuence of various path loss exponent α. The other system parameters are:
N = 16, rds = 200 ns, R = 2 Mbit/s

have evaluated the performance of the various options of the proposed algorithm
in diﬀerent scenario settings.
In all the considered cases, the best performance (oﬀered data rate and blocking probability) is achieved with the proposed algorithm, which utilizes both
adaptive cell selection and adaptive modulation. The worst performance has
been observed with FDMA scheme. We have observed that the proposed algorithm improves its performance with increased frequency selectivity, which is
disastrous for ﬁxed FDMA. Moreover, we have observed that the more users per
cell we have, the more we can exploit multiuser diversity with our adaptive techniques. This indicates the trade-oﬀ between allowed range of traﬃc proﬁles and
oﬀered system capacity. Another indication regarding the allowed traﬃc proﬁles
is that it is important to match the required data rates to granularity oﬀered by
a systems in order to oﬀer just-as-required data rates.
Potential implementations of the proposed schemes include mainly lowmobility, frequency selective, cellular radio access systems, such as OFDM-based
WLAN (e.g. 802.11a, HiperLAN/2) or Broadband Wireless Access (e.g. 802.16).
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